	
  

	
  

Landæus Trio
In addition to their latest album Into Life, Landæus
Trio released two more albums in 2014: The
unconventional yet hard swinging vocal jazz album
Sing by The Other Woman (aka Ellekari Sander &
Landæus Trio) and Four Lamentations and One
Wicked Dream Of Innocence - a collaboration with
renowned free jazz saxophonist Martin Küchen.

For the last five years Landæus Trio has
specialized in collaborating with a wide
range of Swedish top artists performing
standards, pop tunes, electronica and
free jazz. They always bring the same
joyous zeal and dedication to the music,
whether they are playing with an old jazz
legend or a rising pop star. Their
unpretentious attitude and easygoing
nature, coupled with their creativity and
depth of musical understanding, make
them ideal for accompanying any artist.

Bio
Notoriously playful pianist Mathias Landæus has
released ten albums as a leader. He lived in New
York in the 1990's, where he studied with Jaki Byard
and Richie Beirach, among others. After returning to
Sweden he became an important figure on the
Stockholm jazz scene. In addition to his inspiring
work as a composer and musician, he has had a
crucial role in building community and bringing
musicians together by starting live scenes like the
still influential Glenn Miller Café in Stockholm, and
more recently the club Underground in southern
Sweden. His lyrical touch and original quirky style
have earned him a reputation as one of the most
exciting pianists in Sweden.

Supported by the swedish arts council

Contact:
info@landaeus.com
landaeus.com
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Mathias Landæus – piano, Johnny Åman – bass,
Chris Montgomery – drums
The trio is an original and capturing band in it's own
right, as is shown on their latest album Into Life - "It
is supreme music, that testifies both dedication and
breadth of expression, and is brilliantly
performed...makes one think just as much of Monk
and an early Keith Jarrett as gospel and dub." DIG
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